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THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACETIMES OF MAXIMAL ORDER
R. MILSON, L. WYLLEMAN
Abstract. We show that the equivalence problem for three-dimensional Lorentzian
manifolds requires at most the fifth covariant derivative of the curvature tensor.
We prove that this bound is sharp by exhibiting a class of 3D Lorentzian man-
ifolds which realize this bound. The analysis is based on a three-dimensional
analogue of the Newman-Penrose formalism, and spinorial classification of the
three-dimensional Ricci tensor.
1. Introduction and main result
We report on recent progress concerning the invariant classification problem for
three-dimensional Lorentzian geometries. In a physical context, such geometries
arise as exact solutions of three-dimensional theories of gravity, such as Topolog-
ically Massive Gravity (TMG), New Massive Gravity (NMG) and extensions of
those. We refer to [9] and the introduction of [1] for reviews of the relevant litera-
ture. In [9] it was stressed that, when surveying the literature of exact solutions, it
is often difficult to disentangle genuinely new solutions from those that are already
known but written in different coordinate systems.
To tackle this problem one needs a coordinate invariant local characterization of
the geometry. A first step is to use the algebraic classification of the Ricci tensor,
as was done in [9] to classify all TMG solutions known at that time. A complete
answer to the problem (in any dimension in principle) is provided by the Cartan-
Karlhede algorithm [8, 15]. The key quantities used here are so-called Cartan
invariants, which are components of the Riemann tensor and a finite number of its
covariant derivatives, relative to some maximally fixed vector frame associated to
these tensors.
Regarding three-dimensional Lorentzian geometries, we will show in the present
paper that cases where one needs the theoretically maximal number of five deriva-
tives for a complete classification do exist, but are limited to the metrics given in
our main Theorem 1 below. This implies that
any three-dimensional geometric theory of gravity whose field equa-
tions exclude the metrics of Theorem 1 requires at most four covari-
ant derivatives of the Riemann tensor for a complete local invariant
classification of its exact solutions.
In the remainder of this introduction, we will outline the general mathematical
context and background for the main theorem.
Let (M, g) be a smooth, n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold, and let
(V, η) be a real inner-product space having the same dimension and signature as
(M, g). Henceforth, we use ηab to raise and lower frame indices, which we denote
by a, b, c = 1, . . . , n. Let O(η) be the group of automorphisms of η, and let o(η) be
the corresponding Lie algebra of anti self-dual transformations. An η-orthogonal
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coframe is an inner-product isomorphism
ωx : (TxM, gx)→ (V, η), x ∈M.
Let π : O(η,M)→M denote the principal O(η)-bundle of all such. An η-orthogonal
moving coframe is a local section of this bundle, or equivalently, a collection of 1-
forms ωa such that
g = ηab ω
aωb.
Set
(1) Rp = ⊗4V ∗ ⊕ · · · ⊕ ⊗4+pV ∗
and let Rˆ(p) : O(η,M)→Rp be the canonical, O(η)-equivariant map defined by
(2) Rˆ(p) = (Rˆabcd, Rˆabcd;e, . . . , Rˆabcd;e1...ep),
where the right hand side denotes the lift of the Riemann curvature tensor and its
first p covariant derivatives to O(η,M).
The following definitions are adapted from [20, Definitions 8.14 and 8.18]. Set
r−1 = 0, and let rp denote the rank of Rˆ(p), p = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We say that (M, g) is
fully regular if rp is constant for all p. Henceforth we assume that full regularity
holds and let q = qM be the smallest integer such that rq−1 = rq. The integer
q− 1 is called the order of the metric [20, 26]. It can be shown[20, Theorem 12.11]
that a fully regular metric of order q − 1 is classified by Rˆ(q), that is by qth-order
differential invariants.
The maximal order of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, of fixed dimension and
signature, is of particular interest. Cartan [8] established the upper bound
q ≤ n(n+ 1)/2 = dimO(η,M).
Karlhede [15] improved Cartan’s bound to
(3) q ≤ n+ s0 + 1,
where s0 is the dimension of the automorphism group of the curvature tensor. The
question of maximal order has received considerable attention in general relativity
(n = 4, Lorentzian signature) [10, 14, 23]. In that context, Karlhede’s bound is
q ≤ 7; recently, this bound was shown to be sharp [18]. The 4-dimensional metrics
of maximal order describe a well-defined class of type N spacetimes with aligned
null-radiation in an anti-deSitter background [21]. By contrast, Karlhede’s bound
in the generic Petrov type I case (for which s0 = 0) is q ≤ 5, but at present we only
have an example of a type I dust solution [29] with q = 3.
In this paper, we investigate and classify 3-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds of
maximal order. Our approach is grounded in Karlhede’s refinement of the Cartan
equivalence method [22], which is based on the notion of curvature normaliza-
tion [15, 26]. A non-zero three-dimensional curvature tensor has vanishing Weyl
part and is thus represented by its Ricci tensor, which may be regarded as a self-
adjoint operator on the three-dimensional tangent space. Generically, the Ricci
operator has a finite automorphism group (whence s0 = 0). However, if two eigen-
values coincide or if the trace-free part of the operator is nilpotent, then s0 = 1 is
possible. Therefore, in the three-dimensional Lorentzian setting, Karlhede’s bound
is q ≤ 5 [25]. The question then becomes:
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Does there exist a 4th order, 3-dimensional Lorentzian metric, that
is to say, a metric that is classified by 5th-order differential invari-
ants?
In 3-dimensional Lorentzian geometry, it is useful to make use of the real spinor
representation of the Lorentz group. Such a spinor approach provides one with a
natural null vector frame formalism. Moreover, the Petrov-Penrose classification of
the curvature spinor (which, in three dimensions, is equivalent to the null alignment
classification of the Ricci tensor) leads to a slight refinement of the usual Ricci-Segre
classification. This is summarized in the appendices.
Karlhede’s result, which we formulate as Theorem 5 below, tells us that a metric
which is classified by 5th order invariants, if one exists, is restricted to Petrov
type D, type DZ (like type D, but the doubly aligned null directions are complex)
and type N geometries. Below, we rule out the type DZ and N possibilities, and
demonstrate that the q = 5 bound is realized for one very particular class of type
D metrics.
Theorem 1. The order of a curvature-regular, 3-dimensional Lorentzian manifold
is bounded by
q − 1 ≤ 4.
This bound is sharp; every 4th order metric is locally isometric to
2(2Txdu+ dw)2 − 2du(dx+ adu), where(4)
a =
1− e4Tw
2T
+ (2T 2 − C)(x − δC)
2 + F (u).(5)
Here x, u, w are local coordinates. C, T are real constants such that C + 2T 2 6= 0,
and F (u) is an arbitrary real function such that
(6)
{
(1 + 2TF (u))F ′′(u) 6= 3T (F ′(u))2 if C 6= 0,
F ′(u) 6= 0 if C = 0.
Note 1: In the singular subcase of T = 0, the expression (1− e4Tw)/(2T ) should be
interpreted in the limit sense as being equal to −2w.
Note 2: the expression δC denotes 1 if C = 0 and 0 if C 6= 0.
Note 3: curvature regularity is a strengthening of the full-regularity assumption that
we impose in order to exclude “type-changing” metrics (see Definition 2 below).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we revise the relevant
definitions and theorems regarding curvature normalization, leading to Karlhede’s
bound within his approach to the equivalence problem. The concepts of curvature
homogeneity and pseudo-stabilization turn out to be the crucial ideas in the search
for metrics of maximal order. In particular, the maximal order metrics shown
in (4) enjoy the CH1 (curvature homogeneous of order 1) property. The relevant
definitions are given in Section 3. We isolate the structure equations for the maximal
order metrics in Section 4. We then prove the main Theorem 1 by integrating these
equations in Section 5. Relevant background material is put in four appendices: a
three-dimensional analogue of the Newman-Penrose formalism, the transformation
rules of connection and curvature variables under basic Lorentz transformations,
the Petrov-Penrose classification of the three-dimensional Ricci tensor, and the
structure equations obeyed by a CH1 metric.
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2. Curvature normalization and Karlhede’s bound
A general approach towards finding metrics of maximal order was described in
[10] and [19]. The approach is based on two key ideas: (i) curvature normalization,
also known as the Karlhede algorithm [15], and (ii) curvature homogeneity [24].
Normalization of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives, also known as
the Karlhede algorithm, splits the rank of the classifying map Rˆ(p) into horizon-
tal and vertical subranks and thereby simplifies the equivalence problem. As was
already mentioned, the rank rp is the maximal number of functionally indepen-
dent component functions (Rˆabcd, . . . , Rˆabcd;e1...ep), where the latter are functions
of both position and frame variables. In order to speak of horizontal rank, we need
to assume that the above tensors can be normalized. The horizontal rank (see
Definition 3 below) can then be defined as the the maximal number of function-
ally independent component functions of normalized curvature and its covariant
derivatives.
Definition 2. We say that a submanifold S ⊂ Rp is a pth order normalizing
cross-section for (M, g) provided:
(N1) there exists a subgroup Gp ⊂ O(η) that fixes S pointwise;
(N2) the normalization is maximal in the sense that X(S) ∩ S 6= ∅, X ∈ O(η)
implies X ∈ Gp;
(N3) (M, g) admits a cover by η-orthonormal moving coframes such that
imgR(p) ⊂ S, where R(p) = (Rabcd, . . . , Rabcd;e1...ep)
denotes the curvature components relative to the coframe in question.
If there exists a normalizing cross-section S ⊂ Rp for every p = 0, 1, 2, . . . we say
that (M, g) is curvature regular.
Suppose that curvature regularity holds. Normalizing R(p) reduces the structure
group of the equivalence problem from O(η) to Gp. Because of N2, the maximally
normalized components (Rabcd, . . . , Rabcd;e1...ep) are locally defined functions on the
base M . These differential invariants, commonly referred to as pth order Cartan
invariants, suffice to invariantly classify (M, g) and to solve the metric equivalence
problem [26, Chapter 9].
Definition 3. Suppose that (M, g) is curvature regular. We define
sp := dimGp,(7)
tp := rankR
(p)(8)
relative to some choice of normalizing cross-section. We refer to sp as the pth order
degree of frame freedom, and to tp as the pth order horizontal rank.
Proposition 4. If (M, g) is curvature regular, then sp, tp do not vary with x ∈M
and are independent of the choice of normalizing cross-section. Furthermore,
(9) sp ≤ sp−1, tp ≥ tp−1
and
(10) rp = tp + n(n− 1)/2− sp, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
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Theorem 5 (Karlhede, Theorem 4.1 of [15], see also Section 9.2 of [26]). Let (M, g)
be a fully regular, curvature regular n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold
with isometry group K. Let rp, tp, sp be as defined above, and let q be the smallest
integer such that rq−1 = rq. Then, q is also the smallest integer such that sq−1 = sq
and tq−1 = tq. Furthermore, we have that Gq−1 ⊂ O(η) is isomorphic to the
isotropy subgroups Kx ⊂ O(TxM), x ∈M ; that
(11) dimK = n− tq + sq,
and that n− tq is equal to the dimension of the K-orbits.
In particular, (10) implies that
(12) r0 ≥ n(n− 1)/2− s0.
By the regularity assumption,
r0 + p ≤ rp ≤ n(n+ 1)/2, 0 ≤ p ≤ q − 1.
Applying the above inequality with p = q − 1 and using (12) gives the Karlhede
bound (3) as an immediate corollary.
3. Curvature homogeneity and pseudo-stabilization
Suppose that (M, g) is fully regular and curvature regular. The curvature-
homogeneity condition admits several equivalent definitions [4, 12], but with the
above assumptions, the following definition is the most convenient.
Definition 6. A manifold (M, g) is curvature-homogeneous of order k, or CHk for
short, if it is curvature regular and if the horizontal rank tk = 0. If tk = 0 and
tk+1 > 0, we say that (M, g) is properly CHk.
To put it another way, a properly curvature homogeneous manifold of order k has
constant Cartan invariants of order ≤ k, with a non-constant invariant appearing
at order k + 1. The main application of the curvature homogeneous concept was
the following theorem [24].
Theorem 7 (Singer). A manifold (M, g) is locally homogeneous if and only if it is
CHk for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
In other words, a locally homogeneous space is characterized by the property of
having constant Cartan invariants. As such, Singer’s theorem is an immediate
corollary of Theorem 5.
In this paper we are interested in curvature homogeneity for a different, but
related reason. As was shown in [18], curvature homogeneity is also a key concept
in the search for maximal order metrics. The relevant observation is that for a CHk
geometry the rank rk is small because tk = 0, and this is exactly what is needed for
maximal order. Let us explain further in the context of 3-dimensional Lorentzian
metrics.
Definition 8. We say that a curvature regular geometry has kth order pseudo-
stabilization provided sk = sk−1 > sq.
Our notion of pseudo-stabilization is different but conceptually related to the notion
employed in [20, Theorem 5.37]. Notice that a kth order pseudo-stable geometry
has tk > tk−1 by theorem 5.
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Proposition 9. A 4th order, 3-dimensional, Lorentz geometry, if one exists, is
either properly CH1 or is properly CH0 with 1st order pseudo-stabilization.
Proof. Table 1 reveals s0 ≤ 1 for a non-homogeneous geometry (see Proposition 10
below). Hence, r0 ≥ 2, and hence a 4th order geometry requires the following rank
sequence:
(rp) = (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6).
This can be achieved in essentially two ways: either by
(13) (tp) = (0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3), (sp) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
which describes a properly CH1 geometry, or by by three possible sequences with
sq = 0 and starting with
(14) (tp) = (0, 1, . . .), (sp) = (1, 1, . . .),
which describes a properly CH0 geometry with 1st order pseudo-stabilization. 
In the following section, we rule out the pseudo-stabilization and type DZ, N
scenarios and show that a 4th order requires a type D, properly CH1 geometry. We
then explicitly write down the necessary structure equations and integrate them.
The end result is Theorem 1.
4. The equivalence problem
In this section we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 4th order
metric. Table 1 of the appendix shows that s0 > 0 for curvature types O, N, DZ,
and D. Type O can be ruled out by Schur’s theorem. A proof can be found in [28,
Cor. 2.2.5 and 2.2.7].
Proposition 10. If the curvature is type O at all points x ∈M , then M is a locally
homogeneous space, i.e. tp = 0 for all p.
We are left with the following possibilities.
Proposition 11. A 4th order metric, if one exists, requires curvature of type N,
DZ, or D.
According to Proposition 9, each of the above 3 cases further splits into two
subcases, according to whether the geometry is properly CH1 or properly CH0
with 1st order pseudo-stabilization. We consider the above possibilities in turn.
Five of the possibilities can be ruled out, and this leaves a unique configuration for
a 4th order metric.
Since in a CH0 geometry the 0th order components Rabcd are constant, the
1st order components Rabcd;e are quadratic expressions of certain spin coefficients.
Therefore, in the analysis that follows it is more convenient to specify the Cartan in-
variants in terms of spin coefficients and their frame derivatives. This methodology
for constructing invariants is related to the notion of essential torsion in the Cartan
equivalence method. The relevant details and definitions are given in Appendix D.
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4.1. Type N configurations. Taking the curvature canonical form of Table 1 for
this case, and assuming the CH0 property, we have
(15) Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ4 = ±1, R = R˜,
where R˜ is a real constant. The group G0 preserving (15) is generated by null
rotations (135) about ℓ and the reflections (163), (166). The type N 1st order
torsion matrix (see Appendix D for the derivation) is
(16) (Γρa) =
(
κ σ τ
ǫ α γ
)
.
Substituting (15) into the Bianchi equations (116)-(118) yields the relations
(17) κ = 0, σ = 2ǫ.
We now consider the CH1 and pseudo-stable cases in turn.
Proposition 12. A type N, properly CH1 geometry has order bounded by q−1 ≤ 3.
Proof. By assumption, after the first-order torsion is normalized, ǫ, τ, α, γ are con-
stants. Hence, by (107) - (111)
σ = ǫ = 0, R = −12τ2,(18)
(τ + π)(2α+ τ) = 0.(19)
By (137)-(142), τ and α are invariant under any null rotation about ℓ, while γ
transforms like
(20) γ′ = γ + x(2α+ τ).
Since t0 = t1 = 0 and s0 = 1 by assumption, s1 = 1 would lead to q − 1 = 0. Thus
we assume s1 = 0 henceforth. By (20) this entails 2α+ τ 6= 0, and hence
(21) π = −τ
by (19). We impose the normalizations
(22) γ = 0, 2α+ τ > 0,
which leaves G1 as the discrete group generated by (163). Then equation (113)
implies that
(23) λ = 0.
From (21), (23) and s1 = 0 it follows that the 2nd order invariants are generated
by ν. If ν is constant then t2 = 0 and q − 1 = 1. Thus we assume henceforth that
ν is non-constant, i.e. t2 = 1. The remaining structure equations (114) and (115)
reduce to
(24) Dν = 0, δν = 2ν(τ˜ − 2α˜)± 1/2,
where τ˜ , α˜ are constants such that 2α˜+ τ˜ > 0. Suppose then that ∆ν is functionally
independent from ν, and hence that t3 = 2 (else t3 = 1 and q − 1 = 2). By the
(N2) curvature regularity assumption we have ∆ν 6= 0 at each point and we fully
fix the frame by normalizing
∆ν > 0.
Now the 3rd order invariants are generated by ν,∆ν. Applying (91) and (92) to ν
gives
(25) D∆ν = 0, δ∆ν = 3(τ˜ − 2α˜)∆ν.
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Hence, the 4th order invariants are generated by ν,∆ν and ∆2ν. Applying (91) to
∆ν gives
D∆2ν = 0,
and hence
dν ∧ d∆ν ∧ d∆2ν = 0.
Therefore t4 = 2, which implies that the order is q − 1 = 3. 
Proposition 13. The order of a type N, CH0, pseudo-stable geometry is bounded
by q − 1 ≤ 3.
Proof. Referring to (16), the assumption s1 = 1 implies that the remaining torsion
scalars ǫ, τ, α and γ are invariant under arbitrary null rotations about ℓ and thus
generate the 1st order Cartan invariants. By (139)-(142) this implies
ǫ = σ = 0, α = −τ/2.
Hence the 1st order invariants Rabcd;e are generated by τ, γ. By the pseudo-
stabilization assumption Rabcd;e is G0-invariant, and hence, using the notation of
Appendix D,
Rabcd;ef = (∇R)abcde,f + Γ
ρ
f (Aρ · ∇R)abcdef .
It follows that the 2nd order components are linear combinations ofDγ,Dτ, δτ,∆τ, δγ,∆γ
and quadratic polynomials of τ, γ. Since the latter are null-rotation invariant, the
2nd order Cartan invariants are obtained by normalizing the former.
From here equations (107)-(111) reduce to
Dτ = 0, δτ = −Dγ = R˜/12 + τ2.(26)
If t1 > 1 then q − 1 ≤ 3 automatically, so we may assume t1 = 1. This implies
dτ ∧ dγ = 0, and in particular Dγδτ = 0. Hence,
(27) Dγ = R˜ + 12τ2 = 0,
which implies that τ = τ˜ is a constant. This leaves γ as the only generator of the
1st order invariants. The transformation law (135) gives
(28) ∆′γ = ∆γ − 4xγτ˜ .
At this point, we must consider two cases.
Case (a): suppose that τ˜ = 0 Hence, ∆γ is null-rotation invariant, and hence is
a Cartan invariant. By (113)
δγ = 0.
Since γ,∆γ generate the 2nd order invariants, we have s2 = 1. Applying (91) and
(92) to γ gives
(29) D∆γ = δ∆γ = 0
Hence, dγ∧d∆γ = 0. This implies t2 = 1 and thus q = 2. Hence, the corresponding
geometries are not pseudo-stable.
Case (b): suppose that τ 6= 0. In view of (28), (164) and (167) we may fully fix
the frame (s2 = 0) by imposing the normalizations
(30) γ > 0, τ > 0, ∆γ = 0.
By (113),
(31) δγ = 2τ˜γ.
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It follows that t2 = 1, and that the 1st and 2nd order invariants are generated by
γ. Again, using the notation of Appendix D,
(32) Rabcd;e1e2f = (∇
2R)abcde1e2,f + Γ
α
f (Aα · ∇
2R)abcde1e2 .
By (27) (30) (31), the components (∇2R)abcde1e2,f are generated by γ. Since the
automorphism group of ∇2R is trivial, equations (32) can be solved for Γαf . It
follows that λ, ν, π, together with γ, generate invariants of order 3 or less. The
commutator relations (91) and (92) applied to γ give
γτ˜(π + τ˜ ) = 0, γτ˜λ = 0.
Hence,
(33) π = −τ˜ , λ = 0.
The remaining structure equations (114) and (115) reduce to
Dν = 0, δν = 4ντ˜ ± 1/2.(34)
Observe that dγ ∧dν = 0 if and only if ∆ν = 0; the corresponding rank sequence is
(sp) = (1, 1, 0, 0), (tp) = (0, 1, 1, 1),
and the order is q − 1 = 2. Else we have t3 = 2, the 4th order invariants being
generated by γ, ν and ∆ν. Applying (91) to ν gives D∆ν = 0 and thus
dγ ∧ dν ∧ d∆ν = 0.
Hence, the rank sequence is
(sp) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (tp) = (0, 1, 1, 2, 2),
and the order is equal to q − 1 = 3. 
4.2. Type DZ configurations. For this case, combining the curvature canonical
form of Table 1 and the CH0 property t0 = 0 gives
(35) Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4 = 3Ψ2 = 3Ψ˜2 6= 0, R = R˜,
where Ψ˜2 and R˜ ∈ R are real constants. The group G0 preserving (35) is generated
by spins (151) and the reflections (163), (166), (169). The 1st order torsion is
(36) (Γρa) =
(
ǫ α γ
κ− π σ − λ τ − ν
)
.
Substituting (35) into the Bianchi equations (116)-(118) yields
(37) σ − λ = −2γ = 2ǫ, κ− π = −(τ − ν).
Proposition 14. There does not exist a type DZ, CH0 geometry with pseudo-
stabilization.
Proof. The assumption implies that t0 = 0, t1 > 0 and that the 1st order torsion is
spin-invariant. By (156), this entails
σ − λ = γ = ǫ = 0, κ− π = −(τ − ν) = 2α.(38)
Hence, α generates the 1st order invariants. However, (111) entails
(39) 0 = 2(τ+κ−2α)α+(κ−2α)τ−κ(2α+τ)+Ψ2−R/12 = −4α
2+Ψ˜2− R˜/12.
This implies that α is a constant, which contradicts the t1 > 0 assumption. 
Proposition 15. A type DZ, properly CH1 geometry does not exist.
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Proof. In addition to (35) we assume that t1 = 0, t2 > 0 and that s1 = 0. The
t1 = 0 assumption means that post-normalization, the torsion components (36) are
constant, say
(40) − (κ− π) = τ − ν = C1, σ − λ = −2γ = 2ǫ = C2, α = α˜.
Transformation law (156) now reads
(C1 + 2α+ 2iC2)
′ = e±2itLHS.
Since s1 = 0 this cannot be zero and we may therefore impose the normalization
C2 = 0, C1 + 2α˜ > 0.
Applying (40), (37) to equation (109) gives
(41) σ(C1 + 2α˜) = 0
Then, (107)-(115) entail
σ = λ = 0, π = τ = −ν = −κ = C1/2.
Hence, all 2nd order Cartan invariants are constant, a contradiction. 
4.3. Type D configurations.
Proposition 16. There does not exist a type D, properly CH0 geometry with
pseudo-stabilization.
Proof. The curvature normalization from Table (1) and the CH0 assumption give
(42) Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ2 = Ψ˜2, R = R˜,
where Ψ˜2 6= 0 and R˜ are constants, and we also assume
s0 = s1 = 1, t0 = 0, t1 > 0.
The 1st order torsion is
(43) (Γρa) =
(
κ σ τ
π λ ν
)
,
where, by the Bianchi relations,
(44) σ = λ = 0, π = τ.
By the boost transformation laws (121)-(126), in order to have s1 = 1 we require
κ = ν = 0.
Adding (110) to (112) yields
0 = 2τ2 + Ψ˜2 − R˜/6,
which implies that τ is constant. Hence t1 = 0, contradicting our assumption. 
Proposition 17. Up to O(η) conjugation, the unique type D, properly CH1 con-
figuration is
Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ2 = −
2
3
(C + 2T 2), R = 4(C − T 2),(45)
σ = α = γ = λ = ν = 0, π = τ = T, κ = 1,(46)
δǫ = −T ǫ, ∆ǫ = C, ǫ > 0,(47)
where T and C are constants such that C + 2T 2 6= 0.
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Proof. Suppose that the curvature is type D, and that
(tp) = (0, 0, t2, . . .), t2 > 0.
As above we have (42) and (43). The curvature automorphism group G0 is gen-
erated by the 1-dimensional group of boost transformations (119) and the discrete
transformations (163), (166), (169). The corresponding transformation laws are
shown in Appendix B. Since t0 = t1 = 0 this means that post-normalization,
R,Ψ2, κ, σ, τ, π, λ, ν are all constant, where we put π = τ = T . As above, the
Bianchi identities give (44). Equations (107), (108), (114) and (115) reduce to
(48) ακ = γκ = ǫν = αν = 0.
If κ = ν ≡ 0, identically, then by (121) - (126) the first order torsion is boost-
invariant, which violates the assumption s1 = 0. Suppose then that κ 6= 0. By the
(N2) maximality assumption in Definition 2, κ cannot change sign. Using (125)
and (167), we impose the normalization
(49) κ = 1.
The 2nd order torsion is α, γ, ǫ. If ν 6= 0 then, by (48) the 2nd order torsion
vanishes, which violates the assumption t2 > 0. Therefore,
(50) ν = α = γ ≡ 0,
identically. Hence, t2 = 1. The case where κ ≡ 0, ν 6= 0 does not not need to be
analyzed, because it can be reduced to the present case by the Lorentz transfor-
mation (169), (170). Again by the (N2) assumption of maximal normalization, ǫ
must have definite sign. Using (163), (164) to impose the normalization ǫ > 0 fully
fixes the frame. Taking the second part of (45) as a definition for the constant C,
equation (110) gives
R = −6Ψ2 − 12τ
2 = 4(C − T 2).
The rest of (107)-(115) are either satisfied identically, or reduce to (47). 
Above, we have derived a unique set of necessary conditions for a type D properly
CH1 geometry. In other words, if such a metric exists, then around every point
there exists a unique null-orthogonal moving frame such that (45) – (47) hold.
Such geometries feature 1st order invariants C, T , which must be constants, and a
unique, up to functional dependence, non-constant 2nd order invariant ǫ. This is
the necessity question. Next, we consider sufficiency.
The configuration equations (45) – (47) constitute a system of partial differential
equations for type D, properly CH1 metrics. We reformulate this system as the
structure equations of a generalized Cartan realization problem [7, appendix] [11,
Section 3] using Bryant’s recent treatment [6] of the realization problem. To wit,
(45) – (47) is equivalent to
dω0 = −Tω0 ∧ ω1,(51)
dω1 = −4Tω0 ∧ ω2,(52)
dω2 = ω0 ∧ ω1 + 2ǫω0 ∧ ω2 − Tω1 ∧ ω2,(53)
dǫ = Pω0 − T ǫω1 + Cω2, where P = Dǫ.(54)
Proposition 18. Up to diffeomorphism, the general solution of (51) – (54) depends
on one function of one variable.
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Proof. Writing
(55) dP = P1ω
0 + (C − 2TP )ω1 + 2(C + 2T 2)ǫ ω2, where P1 = D
2ǫ,
a straightforward calculation shows that the differential ideal generated by (51)–
(54) is closed; i.e., d2 = 0. The symbol tableau and its prolongation are
A = span
(
1 0 0
)
, A(1) = span

1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

 .
Hence, the reduced characters are c1 = 1, c2 = 0, c3 = 0, with
c1 + 2c2 + 3c3 = 1 = dimA
(1).
The tableau is involutive of rank 1. The desired conclusion now follows by [6]. 
Proposition 19. Generically, the metric described by the preceding Proposition is
classified by 5th order invariants.
Proof. For generic solutions of (51)-(54), ǫ, P = Dǫ, P1 = D
2ǫ are functionally
independent. We already observed that ǫ is a 2nd order invariant. Hence P, P1 are
a 3rd and a 4th order invariant, respectively. Generically, these will be functionally
independent, and therefore, the rank sequence is as shown in (13). 
5. Three-dimensional metrics of maximal order
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. Throughout, we assume full rank regu-
larity and curvature regularity. By Propositions 12 - 17, all 4th order metrics are
necessarily type D and properly CH1. By Propositions 18 and 19 such a geometry
satisfies (51)-(54) and
dǫ ∧ dP ∧ dP1 6= 0, C + 2T
2 6= 0,(56)
where
P := Dǫ, P1 := DP = D
2ǫ.(57)
We complete the proof of the main Theorem 1 by integrating (51)-(54) subject to
the constraints (56).
First assume T 6= 0. To integrate (51) we introduce an integrating factor:
d(e−2Twω0) = 0.
Hence,
ω0 = e2Twdu,(58)
ω1 = 2dw + 4Txdu,(59)
for some functions u, x, w. Next, (52) gives
dω1 − 4Tω2 ∧ ω0 = 4T (e−2Twdx− ω2) ∧ ω0 = 0,
with general solution
ω2 = e−2Tw(dx+ adu).(60)
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Since ω0, ω1, ω2 are linearly independent, u,w, x form a system of coordinates, and
a is some, as yet undetermined, function of u,w, x. Solving (58) (59) (60) gives
du = e−2Twω0,
dw =
1
2
ω1 − 2Tx e−2Twω0,
dx = e2Twω2 − a e−2Twω0.
By (54), we have
(61) d(e2Twǫ− Cx) ∧ ω0 = 0.
Hence,
(62) ǫ = e−2Tw (Cx + f(u)) ,
for some univariate function f(u). Taking the exterior derivative of (60) and using
(53) gives
(63)
{
da+ 2e4Twdw + 2((C − 2T 2)x+ f(u))dx
}
∧ du = 0.
Making the substitution
a = a1 +
1− e4Tw
2T
+ x2(2T 2 − C)− 2xf(u),(64)
gives
da1 ∧ du = 0.(65)
Therefore, for T 6= 0 the general solution of (51)-(54) is given by (58), (59), (60)
and
(66) a =
1− e4Tw
2T
+ x2(2T 2 − C)− 2xf(u) + f1(u),
where f(u), f1(u) are freely chosen functions. This solution form is invariant with
respect to the following transformations:
u = φ(U), w = W −
logφ′
2T
, x =
X
φ′
+
φ′′
4T 2(φ′)2
,(67)
f(u) =
F (U)
φ′
−
Cφ′′
4T 2(φ′)2
,(68)
f1(u) =
F1(U)
(φ′)2
+
2F (U)φ′′ − φ′′′
4T 2(φ′)3
+
(6T 2 − C)(φ′′)2
16T 4(φ′)4
+
1− (φ′)2
2T (φ′)2
,(69)
where φ(U) is an arbitrary strictly increasing function (φ′(U) > 0 everywhere).
If T = 0 then one verifies that (51)-(54) is still equivalent to (58)-(63). Moreover,
if (1 − e4Tw)/(2T ) is interpreted in the limit sense as being equal to −2w, (66)
remains valid. The form-preserving transformations are now
u = U + U0, w =W +W0, x = X + φ(U),(70)
f(u) = F (U)− Cφ, f1(u) = F1(U) + 2F (U)φ− Cφ
2 − φ′ + 2W0,(71)
where U0,W0 are constants and φ(U) is an arbitrary function.
It follows by (68) and (71) that if C 6= 0, then one can normalize the above
solution form by transforming f(u) → 0 identically. If C = 0 then T 6= 0 by
assumption, and hence by (62) and (68) one can normalize the solution form by
transforming f(u) → 2T 2. Evaluating 12 (ω
1)2 − 2ω0ω2 gives the metric in (4).
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Finally, a straightforward calculation relative to this metric form shows that the
maximal order condition (56) is equivalent to (6).
The above maximal order metrics are invariantly classified by the invariant
scalars C, T and by the following Cartan invariants of orders 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively:
ǫ, P = Dǫ, P1 = D
2ǫ, P2 = D
3ǫ.
If C 6= 0, it is convenient to introduce the invariants
J := δǫ∆P − δP∆ǫ = 2CTP − 2T (C + 2T 2)ǫ2 − C2,
J1 := Dǫ∆P −DP∆ǫ = −CP1 + 2(C + 2T
2)ǫP,
J2 := Dǫ∆J1 −DJ1∆ǫ
= C2P2 − 2Cǫ(C + 2T
2)P1 − 2C(C + 6T
2)P 2 + 4T [C2 + 2T (C + 2T 2)ǫ2]P.
Hence, the invariants J1 and J2 have order 4 and 5 respectively. If T = 0 then
J = −C2 is constant. In the generic case CT 6= 0, and in the light of (55) and
analogous structure equations for dJ , the invariant J is non-constant and of order
3. Explicit calculations relative to the metric form (4) show that
ǫ = Ce−2Twx,
J = −C2e−4Tw(1 + 2TF (u)),
A :=
(CJ1 + 4T ǫJ)
2
J3
= −
(F ′(u))2
(1 + 2TF (u))3
,
B :=
CJ2 + 20CJ1T
2ǫ
J2
+
48T 3ǫ2
J
= −
F ′′(u)
(1 + 2TF (u))2
.
The latter two invariants have order 4 and 5, respectively. The metric is classified
by the functional relationship between these invariants. Observe that the maximal
order condition is B 6= 3TA.
If C = 0 6= T we define dimensionless invariants of order 3, 4 and 5:
p := P/ǫ2, p1 := −P1/ǫ
3, p2 := P2/ǫ
4.
Explicit calculations relative to (4) now give
ǫ = 2T 2e−2Tw, p = 2x,
U := p1 +
3p2
2
+ 2T 2
(
p+
T
ǫ2
)
=
F (u)
T 2
+
1
2T 3
,
V := p2 + 2(3p+ 1)p1 + 6p
3 + 4p
(
p+
T
ǫ2
)
= −
F ′(u)
2T 4
.
Hence, as above, the metric is classified by the functional relationship between a
4th and a 5th order invariant. The maximal order condition is V 6= 0.
6. Conclusions and discussion
In this article we have demonstrated that 3-dimensional Lorentzian metrics may
require 5th order differential invariants for their invariant classification. The class
of maximal order metrics consists of a single, well-defined family of CH1 solutions
governed by a unified set of structure equations. This echoes a similar result in
4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry [18], although there the possibility of pseudo-
stable geometries of maximal order was left open.
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Previously, 3-dimensional Lorentzian CH1 metrics were studied in detail by
Bueken and Djoric [5]. They already proved Proposition 15 and obtained the
metrics covered by Propositions 12 and 17, albeit not in closed form but up to
solving partial differential equations. The coordinate forms in [5] are therefore less
convenient for invariant classification and the discussion of the order, whereas our
work was more directly related to Cartan invariants. Even though our focus here
was on type D metrics of maximal order, the type N, 3rd order CH1 geometries
from Proposition 12 also constitute an interesting class governed by a well-defined
set of structure equations. A closed form for these metrics can be derived along the
same lines as in the type D case outlined above, but we do not pursue this here.
In [9] it was proved that the unique TMG solution of type D (dubbed type Ds
there, cf. table 1 of appendix C) is the homogeneous, biaxially spacelike-squashed
AdS3 metric family; this is the unique solution corresponding to the proof of Propo-
sition 16. Type D NMG solutions with constant scalar curvature were fully classified
in [2] and are also homogeneous. Hence, the metrics of Theorem 1 are not TMG
nor NMG solutions. Therefore, our conclusion is that
at most four covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor are needed
to invariant classify exact TMG and NMG solutions locally.
In future work, we want to sharpen this result. Hereby, the technique we have
followed in this paper to prove Propositions 12-17 not only provides a robust mech-
anism to invariantly characterize solutions, but also allows one to find new solu-
tions, beyond the curvature homogeneity assumption. A first step, however, would
be to classify all curvature homogeneous TMG and NMG solutions, in order to see
whether the bound q−1 ≤ 3 for the TMG and NMG gravitational theories is sharp.
Finally, the same argument given for Proposition 9 holds for Riemannian ge-
ometry as well. However, for Euclidean signature only the equivalent of type DZ
curvature is possible and this suffices to rule out 4th order Riemannian metrics.
However 3rd order, 3-dimensional order Riemannian metrics are possible. We will
report on this fact elsewhere.
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Appendix A. The three-dimensional formalism
Several three-dimensional NP-like formalisms, with different symbol choices,
have been proposed in the context of exact solutions to topologically massive grav-
ity [13, 3]. Our choice of symbols is close to [3], but differs slightly in the choice of
normalization because we attempted to satisfy the following criteria:
• our 3-dimensional formalism is obtainable as a straightforward reduction
of the usual 4-dimensional NP formalism [26, Chapter 7];
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• our rule for passing from vector to spinor indices is very simple and does
not involve normalizing factors;
• the relation between the curvature spinor and the Ricci tensor takes a
particularly simple form; see equation (95).
Let (U, ε) be a 2-dimensional symplectic, real vector space. The group of sym-
plectic automorphisms is isomorphic to SL2R. The vector space V = S
2U carries
the natural structure of a Lorentzian inner product space with the inner product
given by η = −ε2. Henceforth, we regard U as the space of spinors and V as the
space of vectors. The group O(η) is isomorphic to SO(1, 2); the group morphism
SL2R→ SO(1, 2) gives the double cover of vectors by spinors.
To facilitate frame calculations, we introduce a normalized spinor dyad o, ι:
ε01 ≡ εABo
AιB ≡ oAι
A = −ιAo
A ≡ −ε10 = 1,
ε00 ≡ oAo
A = 0, ε11 ≡ ιAι
A = 0,
where the dyad indices A,B, . . . take values 0 or 1. Associated to this dyad, we
define a null vector triad by
(72) e0 = ℓ = o
2, e1 =m = oι ≡
1
2
(o⊗ ι+ ι⊗ o) , e2 = n = ι
2,
where the triad indices a, b, c = 0, 1, 2 are doublets of symmetrized dyad indices:
0 7→ (00), 1 7→ (01), 2 7→ (11).
In this way, we have
ηab = η(A1A2)(B1B2) = −
1
2
(εA1B1εA2B2 + εA1B2εA2B1),(73)
η02 = η20 = −1, η11 = 1/2,(74)
with all other components zero. Equivalently,
ηabℓ
anb = ℓan
a = −1, mam
a = 1/2,
with all other inner products equal to zero.
Next, let (M, g) be a 3-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. A null triad at x ∈M
is an isomorphism (V, η) → (TxM, gx). A moving η-frame is a null triad at every
x ∈ O for some open neighbourhood O ⊂ M . Equivalently, a null triad is a
collection of vector fields ℓ,m,n that satisfy the relations
g(ℓ,n) = −1, g(m,m) = 1/2,
with all other inner products zero. In other words, taking (e0, e1, e2) = (ℓ,m,n)
gives
(75) (gab) = (ηab) =

 0 0 −10 1/2 0
−1 0 0

 , (gab) = (ηab) =

 0 0 −10 2 0
−1 0 0

 .
In introducing symbols for the connection scalars, we wish to adapt the no-
tation of the familiar four-dimensional NP formalism. To do so, it is convenient
to regard the manifold M as a totally geodesic embedding (all geodesics in the
submanifold are also geodesics of the surrounding manifold) φ : M →֒ Mˆ in a 4-
dimensional Lorentzian manifold (Mˆ, gˆ). This is equivalent to the condition that
M be autoparallel, i.e., that the covariant derivative operator is closed with respect
to vector fields that are tangent to M [16, Chapter 7, Sect. 8].
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Recall that a null tetrad framing on Mˆ is a basis of vector fields (mˆ, mˆ∗, nˆ, ℓˆ)
such that
gˆ(mˆ, mˆ∗) = 1, gˆ(ℓˆ, nˆ) = −1,
with all other cross-products equal to zero. Here ℓˆ, nˆ are real whereas mˆ, mˆ∗ are
complex conjugates. We relate the null tetrad on Mˆ to the null triad on M by
setting
(76) φ∗ℓ = ℓˆ, φ∗m = Re mˆ = (mˆ+ mˆ∗)/2, φ∗n = nˆ.
Let ωˆi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and Γˆij denote the dual coframe and the connection 1-form on
Mˆ . Let
ω˜
i = φ∗ωˆi, Γ˜ij = φ∗Γˆij
denote the corresponding pullbacks to M . Henceforth, we use a tilde decoration to
denote the pullback of objects from Mˆ to M . The pullback imposes the condition:
(77) ω˜1 = ω˜2.
The embedding of M into Mˆ induces an inclusion of the three-dimensional Lorentz
group SO(1, 2) into SO(1, 3), the four-dimensional Lorentz group. The condition
that M be autoparallel is equivalent to the condition that the pull-back of the
connection 1-form take values in the subalgebra so(1, 2). This imposes the following
conditions on the pullback of the connection 1-form:
Γ˜14 = Γ˜24, Γ˜23 = Γ˜13, Γ˜12 = 0.
Using the notation of [26, Section 7.2], the corresponding condition on the NP
connection scalars is:
Im κ˜ = Im τ˜ = Im ǫ˜ = Im γ˜ = Im π˜ = Im ν˜ = 0,(78)
Im(σ˜ + ρ˜) = Im(α˜+ β˜) = Im(λ˜+ µ˜) = 0.(79)
Taking into account the difference in the ordering of the three-dimensional and
the four-dimensional indices, we arrive at the following notation for the three-
dimensional connection 1-form and scalars:
ω
0 = ω˜4, ω1 = 2ω˜1 = 2ω˜2, ω2 = ω˜3;(80)
(Γab) =

 Γ02 Γ12 0−2Γ01 0 2Γ12
0 −Γ01 −Γ02

 ,(81)
Γ01 = −Γ˜14 = κω
0 + σω1 + τω2,(82)
Γ02 = −Γ˜34 = 2
(
ǫω0 + αω1 + γω2
)
,(83)
Γ12 = Γ˜23 = πω
0 + λω1 + νω2;(84)
κ = κ˜, τ = τ˜ , σ = (σ˜ + ρ˜)/2,(85)
π = π˜, ν = ν˜, λ = (λ˜ + µ˜)/2,(86)
ǫ = ǫ˜, γ = γ˜, α = (α˜ + β˜)/2.(87)
Writing
(88) D = ℓa∇a, δ = m
a∇a, ∆ = n
a∇a,
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we have by (76):
(89) Dψ˜ = φ∗(Dˆψˆ), δψ˜ = φ∗(δˆψˆ + δˆ∗ψˆ)/2, ∆ψ˜ = φ∗∆ˆψˆ,
where ψˆ is a scalar defined on Mˆ and ψ˜ = φ∗ψˆ is its pullback to M . The three-
dimensional commutator relations can now be expressed as
Dδ − δD = (π − 2α)D + 2σδ − κ∆,(90)
D∆−∆D = −2γD+ 2(τ + π)δ − 2ǫ∆,(91)
δ∆−∆δ = −νD + 2λδ + (τ − 2α)∆.(92)
The above equations follow in a straightforward manner by applying symbol rules
(85)-(87), (89) to the usual four-dimensional commutator relations, as shown for
example in equations (7.6a)-(7.6c) of [26].
The three-dimensional curvature tensor Rabcd decomposes into a curvature scalar
(93) R ≡ Raa, Rab ≡ R
c
acb,
and a trace-free part
(94) Sab ≡ Rab −
1
3
Rgab,
according to
Rabcd = (Sacgbd + Sbdgac − Sbcgad − Sadgbc) +
1
6
R(gacgbd − gadgbc).
The image of the natural inclusion S4U →֒ S2V is the 5-dimensional vector space of
trace-free, symmetric tensors. Therefore, the trace-free part of a three-dimensional
curvature tensor can be represented by means of a rank-4, symmetric curvature
spinor:
ΨABCD = (Ψ0ι
4 + 4Ψ1ι
3
o+ 6Ψ2ι
2
o
2 + 4Ψ3ιo
3 +Ψ4o
4)(ABCD).
In this way, the definition of the curvature scalars Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4 is formally
identical to their four-dimensional counterparts; c.f. [26, Equation (3.76)]. We
obtain the following representation of the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor and
the curvature-two form:
(Sab) =

Ψ0 Ψ1 Ψ2Ψ1 Ψ2 Ψ3
Ψ2 Ψ3 Ψ4

 ;(95)
(Ωab) =

 Ω02 Ω12 0−2Ω01 0 2Ω12
0 −Ω01 −Ω02

 ,(96)
Ω01 =
1
2
Ψ0 ω
0 ∧ ω1 +Ψ1ω
0 ∧ω2 + (Ψ2/2 +R/12)ω
1 ∧ ω2,(97)
Ω02 = Ψ1 ω
0 ∧ ω1 + (2Ψ2 −R/6) ω
0 ∧ ω2 +Ψ3ω
1 ∧ ω2,(98)
Ω12 = (Ψ2/2 +R/12)ω
0 ∧ ω1 + Ψ3ω
0 ∧ω2 +
1
2
Ψ4 ω
1 ∧ ω2.(99)
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The three-dimensional curvature 2-form and curvature scalars are related to their
four-dimensional counterparts as follows:
Ω01 = −Ω˜14, Ω02 = −Ω˜34, Ω12 = Ω˜23, Ω˜12 = 0;(100)
Ψ0 = Ψ˜0 + Φ˜00,(101)
Ψ1 = Ψ˜1 + Φ˜01,(102)
Ψ2 = Ψ˜2 + Φ˜02/3 + 2/3 Φ˜11,(103)
Ψ3 = Ψ˜3 + Φ˜12,(104)
Ψ4 = Ψ˜4 + Φ˜22,(105)
R = R˜/2 + 4Φ˜02 − 4Φ˜11,(106)
with the right-hand sides of the above equations all real, as a consequence of equa-
tions (78) and (79).
The three-dimensional version of the NP equations, or equivalently Cartan’s
second structure equations, take the form shown below. Using equations (85)-(87),
(89), (101)-(106), it is straightforward to convert the four-dimensional Newman-
Penrose equations into their three-dimensional counterparts. For example, the NP
equations (7.21a) and (7.21b) of [26] read
Dρ− δ∗κ = ρ2 + σσ∗ + (ǫ + ǫ∗)ρ− κ∗τ − κ(3α+ β∗ − π) + Φ00,
Dσ − δκ = (ρ+ ρ∗)σ + (3ǫ− ǫ∗)σ − (τ − π∗ + α∗ + 3β)κ+Ψ0.
Note that all of the symbols in the above two equations should have hats, but we
omit the decoration for the sake of simplicity. Taking the average of these two
equations, pulling back and using (85)-(87), (89), (101)-(106) gives equation (107)
below. The rest of the three-dimensional structure equations are obtained via the
same reduction procedure.
Dσ − δκ = (π − 4α− τ)κ+ 2(ǫ+ σ)σ +Ψ0/2,(107)
Dτ −∆κ = −4γκ+ 2(τ + π)σ +Ψ1,(108)
Dα− δǫ = 2(σ − ǫ)α+ (ǫ+ σ)π − (γ + λ)κ+Ψ1/2,(109)
δτ −∆σ = 2(λ− γ)σ − κν + τ2 +Ψ2/2 +R/12,(110)
Dγ −∆ǫ = 2(τ + π)α + πτ − 4γǫ− κν +Ψ2 −R/12,(111)
Dλ− δπ = 2(σ − ǫ)λ− κν + π2 + Ψ2/2 +R/12,(112)
δγ −∆α = 2(λ− γ)α+ (λ+ γ)τ − (ǫ+ σ)ν +Ψ3/2,(113)
Dν −∆π = −4ǫ ν + 2(τ + π)λ+Ψ3,(114)
δν −∆λ = (τ − 4α− π)ν + 2(γ + λ)λ +Ψ4/2.(115)
Likewise, the differential Bianchi equations are obtained by averaging the four-
dimensional Bianchi equations and applying equations (85)-(87), (89), (101)-(106).
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They are:
∆Ψ0/2− δΨ1 +D (Ψ2/2 +R/12) =(116)
(2γ − λ)Ψ0 + (π − 2α− 2τ)Ψ1 + 3σΨ2 − κΨ3,
∆Ψ1/2− δ(Ψ2 −R/12) +DΨ3/2 =(117)
νΨ0/2 + (γ − 2λ)Ψ1 + (3/2)(π − τ)Ψ2 + (2σ − ǫ)Ψ3 − κΨ4/2,
∆(Ψ2/2 +R/12)− δΨ3 +DΨ4/2 =(118)
νΨ1 − 3λΨ2 + (2π + 2α− τ)Ψ3 + (σ − 2ǫ)Ψ4.
Appendix B. Lorentz Transformations
There are 3 different types of three-dimensional Lorentz transformations: boosts,
spins, and null rotations. Each such transformation has a simple description as a
transformation of spinor space, i.e., as an element of SL2R. Infinitesimally, boosts
have non-zero, real eigenvalues, spins have imaginary eigenvalues, and null rotations
have zero eigenvalues (in other words, an infinitesimal null rotation is a nilpotent
transformation of spinor space). To facilitate calculations, we represent these trans-
formations in a natural spinor dyad, and present their induced action on a suitable
associated vector triad and on the corresponding connection and curvature scalars.
Consistent with our philosophy of concordance between the three-dimensional and
four-dimensional formalisms, all of the above equations are straightforward reduc-
tions of the four-dimensional transformation laws; c.f. [27, Appendix B].
A boost transformation corresponds to a real-diagonalizable element of SL2R.
The corresponding spinor and vector actions are
o
′ = a1/2o, ι′ = a−1/2ι, a > 0,(119)
ℓ
′ = aℓ, m′ =m, n′ = a−1n.(120)
Boost transformations can also be realized as the 1-dimensional group of symmetries
of the type D curvature spinor; c.f. line 6 of Table 1. The associated connection
and curvature transformation laws are shown below.
τ ′ = τ,(121)
π′ = π,(122)
σ′ = aσ,(123)
λ′ = a−1λ,(124)
κ′ = a2κ,(125)
ν′ = a−2ν,(126)
ǫ′ = aǫ+Da/2,(127)
α′ = α+ a−1δa/2,(128)
γ′ = a−1γ + a−2∆a/2,(129)
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Ψ′0 = a
2Ψ0,(130)
Ψ′1 = aΨ1,(131)
Ψ′2 = Ψ2,(132)
Ψ′3 = a
−1Ψ3,(133)
Ψ′4 = a
−2Ψ4.(134)
A null rotation corresponds to a unipotent, non-diagonalizable element of SL2R.
The corresponding spinor and vector actions are
o
′ = o, ι′ = ι+ xo,(135)
ℓ
′ = ℓ, m′ =m+ xℓ, n′ = n+ 2xm+ x2ℓ.(136)
Null rotations can also be realized as the 1-dimensional group of symmetries of the
type N curvature spinor; c.f. line 9 of Table 1. The associated transformation laws
for the connection and curvature scalars are shown below.
κ′ = κ,(137)
σ′ = σ + xκ,(138)
ǫ′ = ǫ+ xκ,(139)
τ ′ = τ + 2xσ + x2κ,(140)
α′ = α+ x(ǫ + σ) + x2κ,(141)
γ′ = γ + x(2α+ τ) + x2(ǫ + 2σ) + x3κ,(142)
π′ = π +Dx+ 2xǫ+ x2κ,(143)
λ′ = λ+ δx+ x(2α+ π +Dx) + x2(2ǫ+ σ) + x3κ,(144)
ν′ = ν +∆x+ 2x(γ + λ+ δx)+(145)
+ x2(4α+ τ + π +Dx) + 2x3(ǫ+ σ) + x4κ,
Ψ′0 = Ψ0,(146)
Ψ′1 = Ψ1 + xΨ0,(147)
Ψ′2 = Ψ2 + 2xΨ1 + x
2Ψ0,(148)
Ψ′3 = Ψ3 + 3xΨ2 + 3x
2Ψ1 + x
3Ψ0,(149)
Ψ′4 = Ψ4 + 4xΨ3 + 6x
2Ψ2 + 4x
3Ψ1 + x
4Ψ0.(150)
A spin transformation corresponds to an element of SL2R with imaginary eigen-
values. As such, we have
o
′ ± iι′ = e∓it/2(o ± iι),(151)
(ℓ+ n)′ = LHS,
(ℓ− n± 2im)′ = e∓itLHS.(152)
Spin transformations can also be realized as the 1-parameter group of symmetries
of the type DZ curvature spinor; cf line 7 of Table 1. The associated connection
and curvature transformation laws are shown below.
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(γ + σ − ǫ− λ)′ = LHS,(153)
(4α+ κ− π + ν − τ)′ = LHS,(154)
(2(γ + ǫ)± i(κ− π + τ − ν))′ = e±itLHS,(155)
(4α+ π − κ+ τ − ν +±2i(ǫ− γ + σ − λ)) = e±2itLHS,(156)
(λ + σ − γ − ǫ+±i(π − τ))′ = e±it(LHS− δt∓ (i/2)(Dt−∆t)),(157)
(κ+ π + ν + τ)′ = LHS− (Dt+∆t),(158)
(Ψ0 + 2Ψ2 +Ψ4)
′ = LHS,(159)
(Ψ0 −Ψ4 ± 2i(Ψ1 +Ψ3))
′ = e∓itLHS,(160)
(Ψ0 − 6Ψ2 +Ψ4 ± 4i(Ψ1 −Ψ3))
′ = e∓2itLHS.(161)
Finally, there are a number of discrete Lorentz transformations that lie outside
the connected component of the identity in O(η). Given a null frame (ℓ,m,n) we
define
(162) t ≡ 1√
2
(ℓ+ n), x ≡ 12 (ℓ− n).
The transformation laws of the connection and curvature scalars under reflection
of the vectors of the orthonormal triad (t,m,x) are also relevant for our purposes
and are given below.
Reflection of t (‘time reversal’):
t 7→ −t ⇔ ℓ 7→ −ℓ, n 7→ −n :(163)
κ, τ, α, π, ν invariant, σ, ǫ, γ, λ change sign,(164)
Ψ0,Ψ2,Ψ4 invariant, Ψ1,Ψ3 change sign.(165)
Reflection of m:
m 7→ −m :(166)
κ, τ, α, π, ν change sign, σ, ǫ, γ, λ invariant,(167)
Ψ0,Ψ2,Ψ4 invariant, Ψ1,Ψ3 change sign.(168)
Reflection of x:
x 7→ −x ⇔ ℓ↔ n :(169)
κ↔ −ν, σ ↔ −λ, τ ↔ −π, ǫ↔ −γ, α′ = −α,(170)
Ψ0 ↔ Ψ4, Ψ1 ↔ Ψ3, Ψ
′
2 = Ψ2.(171)
Appendix C. Petrov-Penrose classification of the three-dimensional
Ricci tensor
Let ℓ,m,n a null vector triad for which Ψ4 6= 0. We introduce the three-
dimensional analogue of the Petrov-Penrose classification in terms of the root con-
figurations of the real quartic
(172) Ψ0(z) = Ψ0 + 4Ψ1z + 6Ψ2z
2 + 4Ψ3z
3 +Ψ4z
4.
We note that this classification forms a special case of the general null alignment
classification for tensors in arbitrary dimensions [17], applied here to the three-
dimensional trace-free Ricci tensor Sab. Hence, in addition to the analogues of
Petrov types I, II, D, III, N (where there are 4 real solutions z) and type O, we
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Petrov Type Segre Type [9] Normalization s0
I {11, 1} IR Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4, 3Ψ2/Ψ0 < −1 0
IZ {1zz¯} IC Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = −Ψ4 6= 0, 0
IZZ {11, 1} IR Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4, 3Ψ2/Ψ0 > 1 0
II {21} II Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ2/Ψ0 < 0 0
IIZ {21} II Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ2/Ψ0 > 0 0
D {(11), 1} Ds Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ2 6= 0 1
DZ {1(1, 1)} Dt Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4 = 3Ψ2 6= 0 1
III {3} III Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ4 = 0, Ψ3 = 1 0
N {(21)} N Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ4 = ±1 1
O {(11, 1)} O Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0 3
Table 1. The three-dimensional Petrov-Segre type
have to account for the possibility that some or all of the roots of Ψ(z) are complex.
We will denote these additional root configurations as Petrov types IZ (two different
real roots, two complex roots), IZZ (4 complex roots), IIZ (double real root, two
complex roots), and DZ (the double roots are complex conjugate).
Table 1 summarizes the three-dimensional Petrov types, corresponding Segre
types of the trace-free Ricci operator Sab, the notation introduced in [9] for the
latter, and possible normalized forms; the last column shows the dimension s0 of
the corresponding automorphism group. An alternate normalized form for type
IZZ is given by
Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4, 3|Ψ2/Ψ0| < 1,
but it is related to the form in the table by a Lorentz transformation. Analogously,
a Lorentz-equivalent type D canonical form is
Ψ1 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ0 = Ψ4 = −3Ψ2.
Note that the Ricci-Petrov classification based on null alignment refines the Ricci-
Segre type classification [13]. The distinction between Petrov types I and IZZ is the
order of the timelike eigenvalue, relative to the spacelike eigenvalues. Regarding
Segre type {21}, the spacelike or timelike character of the vector Sablb, where
the null vector ℓ lies in the 2-dimensional generalized eigenspace but is not an
eigenvector, distinguishes between Petrov types II and IIZ. Also note that Petrov
type O describes a constant curvature space.
Appendix D. CH1 structure equations
This appendix is devoted to an analysis of the algebraic data and the struc-
ture equations that underly curvature homogeneous geometries. In what follows a
crucial, albeit technical, innovation allows us to simplify the form of higher order
Cartan invariants by replacing them with certain connection scalars. The general
theory is detailed in [19]. For the sake of concreteness we limit the discussion to
the case of CH1 geometries. We begin by recalling some preliminary notation and
theory, and then turn to the description of CH1 data and structure equations, which
we call a CH1 configuration.
Let ea, a = 1, . . . , n be a basis of V , and Aα, α = 1, . . . , n(n − 1)/2 a basis of
o(η). Let Aabα denote the matrix components of Aα; i.e.,
Aα · eb = A
a
bαea.
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Let Cαβγ be the corresponding structure constants:
[Aβ ,Aγ ] = C
α
βγAα, A
a
eβA
e
bγ −A
a
eγA
e
bβ = A
a
bαC
α
βγ .
Let ωa be an η-orthogonal coframe, Γα,Ωα the corresponding connection 1-form
and curvature 2-form, respectively. The latter are determined by the first and
second structure equations:
dωa = −AabαΓ
α ∧ ωb,(173)
dΓα = −
1
2
CαβγΓ
β ∧ Γγ +Ωα,(174)
where Γαa, Rabcd are the connection and curvature components, respectively:
Γα = Γαaω
a,(175)
Ωα =
1
2
Rαcd ω
c ∧ ωd, Rabcd = AabαR
α
cd.(176)
The exterior derivative gives the algebraic and differential Bianchi relations:
AabαΩ
α ∧ ωb = 0,(177)
dΩα =
1
2
CαβγΩ
β ∧ Γγ .(178)
In Appendix A we introduced a convenient formalism that assigns specific symbols
to the Γαa, Rabcd when n = 3. Our three-dimensional formalism is a suitable re-
duction of the well-known 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism. In this
reduced, 3-dimensional formalism, the first structure equations (173) correspond to
the commutator relations (90)-(92); the second structure equations correspond to
reduced NP equations (107)-(115). The component versions of the Bianchi relations
are given by (116)-(118). The details of the formalism and of the reduction from 4
to 3 dimensions were given in Appendix A.
Next, suppose that the CH1 condition holds and let ω
a be a curvature normalized
η-orthogonal coframe. By the t1 = 0 assumption,
(179) Rabcd = R˜abcd, Rabcd;e = R˜abcde,
where the right hand sides denote arrays of constants. Let G0 ⊂ O(η) be the
automorphisms of R˜abcd and G1 ⊂ G0 the automorphisms of R˜abcde. Hence, (179)
fixes the choice of coframe up to a G1 gauge transformation. Set
g−1 := o(η), s−1 = dim g−1 = n(n− 1)/2.
Let g0, g1 denote the Lie algebra of G0, G1 respectively. Introduce an adapted basis
of g1 ⊂ g0 ⊂ g−1 consisting of
(Aξ,Aλ,Aρ), ξ = 1, . . . s1, λ = s1 + 1, . . . s0, ρ = s0 + 1, . . . , s−1,
where the Aξ are a basis of g1, the Aλ are a basis of g0/g1 and the Aρ are a basis
of g−1/g0. By the usual definition of the covariant derivative one has
(180) Rabcd;e = Rabcd,e + Γ
α
e(Aα ·R)abcd,
where for a rank k tensor Ta1...ak the notation
(A · T )a1...ak = −
k∑
i=1
AbaiTa1···âib···ak , A ∈ End(V )
denotes the infinitesimal action of a linear transformation on a covariant tensor.
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Since the Rabcd are constant and since g0 is the annihilator of R˜abcd, (180)
becomes
(181) R˜abcde = Γ
ρ
e(Aρ · R˜)abcd.
Equation (181) describes a linear system in Γρe with maximal rank. Hence, Γ
ρ
e =
Γ˜ρe, where the latter are constants rationally dependent on R˜abcd, R˜abcde. There-
fore, a CH1 geometry is determined by constants R˜
α
ab = −R˜αba and constants
Γ˜ρa such that the following relations hold, relative to a normalized η-orthogonal
coframe:
R˜abcd = AabαR˜
α
cd,(182)
R˜abcde = Γ˜
ρ
a(Aρ · R˜)abcd.(183)
Moreover, the Bianchi relations (177), (178) impose the following linear, respec-
tively, bilinear constraints on the above constants:
R˜α[bcA
a
d]α = 0,(184)
(Aρ · R˜)
α
[abΓ˜
ρ
c] = 0.(185)
Similar to (181), the second order derivative of curvature is given by
(186) Rabcd;ef = Γ˜
ρ
f (Aρ · R˜)abcde + Γ
λ
f (Aλ · R˜)abcde,
relative to a normalized coframe. Since the residual frame freedom is G1, the scalars
Γλa obey an algebraic, G1-transformation law. The second structure equations
(174) impose the following linear constraints on these scalars:
(187) R˜ρab = C
ρ
ρ1ρ2 Γ˜
ρ1
aΓ˜
ρ2
b − 2Γ˜
ρ
cΓ˜
ρ1
[aA
c
b]ρ1 − 2(Aλ · Γ˜)
ρ
[aΓ
λ
b],
where ρ1, ρ2 = s0+1, . . . , s−1 have the same range as ρ, and the following differential
relations:
(188) Γλ[a,b] = (Aξ · Γ)
λ
bΓ
ξ
a −
1
2
Υλab,
where
Υλab := R˜
λ
ab − C
λ
ρ1ρ2 Γ˜
ρ1
aΓ˜
ρ2
b + 2Γ
λ
c Γ˜
ρ1
[aA
c
b]ρ1 − 2Γ
λ1
aΓ˜
ρ1
bC
λ
λ1ρ1(189)
+ 2Γλc Γ
λ1
[aA
c
b]λ1 − C
λ
λ1λ2Γ
λ1
aΓ
λ2
b,
and where λ1, λ2 = s1+1, . . . s0 have the same range as λ. We will refer to constants
R˜αab, Γ˜
ρ
a and scalars Γ
λ
a together with constraints (184)-(185) and (187)-(189) as
a CH1 configuration [19].
It is well known that the O(η) metric equivalence problem has trivial essential
torsion [20, Section 12]. However, if we reduce the structure group to G0 ⊂ O(η) by
means of curvature normalization, we obtain the following reduced first structure
equations:
dωˆa = −
s0∑
ξ=1
Aabξ Γˆ
ξ ∧ ωˆb +
∑
ρ
AabρΓˆ
ρ
b ωˆ
a ∧ ωˆb,
where
ωˆ = Xω, Γˆ = XΓX−1 − dXX−1, X ∈ G0,
are the G0-lifted 1-forms. The scalars Γˆ
ρ
a are well defined because the Maurer-
Cartan term dXX−1 takes values in g0. Consequently, the scalars Γρa have a
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G0-transformation law that does not depend on dX , and therefore constitute the es-
sential torsion for the 1st iteration of the equivalence method. Thus, the scalars Γρa
can be interpreted as the essential torsion arising from the reduced G0-equivalence
problem and the Γλa as essential torsion in the next iteration of the G1-equivalence
problem. Therefore, we refer to the former as 1st order torsion, and to the latter
as 2nd order torsion.
By virtue of (181), normalizing the Γρa is equivalent to normalizing Rabcd;e. The
1st order normalization reduces the structure group to G1 ⊂ G0. If we suppose that
the CH1 property holds, then the resulting invariants are the constants Γ˜
ρ
a. The
scalars Γλa are the essential torsion of the 2nd iteration of the equivalence method.
By virtue of (181) (186), the 2nd order Cartan invariants are functions of the 0th
order Cartan invariants Rαab and the 1st and 2nd order torsion scalars Γ˜
ρ
a,Γ
λ
a.
Inversely, because of (184), R˜αab is linearly dependent on R˜abcd, while (183) and
(186) can be solved to give Γ˜ρa as functions of R˜abcd, R˜abcde and Γ
λ
a as a function
of R˜abcd, R˜abcde, Rabcd;ef .
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